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ABSTRACT

The need for upgrading the effluent monitoring systems at commercial nuclear
power plants was recognized following the TMI-2 accident in 1979 (NUREG-0737,
Clarification of DH Action Plan Requirements). Improvements base been made to
these systems since then, but not all problems dealing with the measurement of radio-
active releases during severe accident scenarios have been addressed. This report dis-
cusses some of the generic issues associated with the transport and subsequent
sampling of noble gases, particulates, and iodine species that utilities must considen to
ensure accurate reporting during sesere accident conditions. In light of these generic
concerns, a specific postaccident upgrade is discussed, major measurement uncertain-
ties are identified, and recommendations are made. The focus of these recommenda-
tions is the transport behavior of iodine; sample-line losses may result in an order of
magnitude error for near-real-time measurements. Finally, a recommendation for a
laboratory sample-line test program is made. The laboratory effort would better
defir.e the uncertainty of the commercial measurements and also provide data for the
improvement ofline-loss algorithms.

FIN No. A6832
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SUMMARY

The research branch of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has chartered
the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) to evaluate the effectiseness of
nuclear power plant efnuent radioactisity monitoring systems, and subsequently
determine areas of high measurement uncertainty during sesere accident conditions.
The effort is an activity of the " Performance Evaluation of Electrical Equipment
During Severe Accident States" Program, funded under FIN No. A6332.

The emergency action plan for a severe accident in a commercial nuc! car power
plant requires that plant monitors quantitatisely measure and alarm (in near-real-
time) the combination of nuclides present in the main exhaust stack. Unfortunately,
transport of samples of radioactive materials (including particulates, various iodine
species, and noble gases released from the main exhaust stack to the emironment)
may distort both the measurement of composition and real-time concentrations. Dis-
tortion of composition is primarily the result of iodine transport behavior leading to
line losses; distortion of real-time concentration is primarily the result of iodine
deposition /resuspension phenomena. Theoretically, the uncertainty of line losses can
be minimized by applying a correction factor based on diameter and length of the
transport tubing, sample flow rate, and empirical data. Unfortunately, there are no
correction factors for the response t me issue, and particularly for the varymg stacki

release concentration conditions. Tnese problems are a major concern, because
uncertainty of concentration measurements of iodine species Gncluding elemental
iodme, as well as iodine-containing particulates) impact critical offsite body dose
calculations during and after a severe accident. As an example, laboratory analyses in
near-real-time of collected samples can have more than a factor of 10 difference
between indicated aitd actual concentrations. Based on the work presented in this
report, it is recommended that two sites of sample lines be tested in the laboratory to
define the uncertainties of the transmission line-loss correction factors and transmis-
sion line response times. Data obtained from these laboratory tests would then be used
to determine the effectiveness of existing system models and to make recommenda-
tions for their potentialimprosement.

n
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PRELIMINARY EVALUATION OF
EFFLUENT RADIOACTIVITY MONITORING SYSTEMS

FOR BWR PLANTS

1. INTRODUCTION

The research branch of the Nuclear Regulatory ing an Accident (R.G.1.97)2 and NUREG-0737,
Comm ssion (NRC) has chartered the Idaho Clarification of TMI Action Plan Requirements.

Part II.F.1-6,3 rovide the basis for design consid-Nations) Engineering Laboratory (INEL) to evalu- p
ate m.cisar power plant effluent radioactivity mon- erations, requirements, and recommendations for
itoring systems. This work is an activity of the measurement ranges and capabilities.
" Performance Evaluation of Electrical Equipment
during Severe Accident States" Program, funded
under FIN No. A6832. Section 2 of this report prosides sufficient back-

ground material to understand the recent history of
This report discusses the effectiseness of nuclear effluent monitors, including TMI-2, and the result-

power plant effluent monitoring systemsl and uses ing requirements. Section 3 describes effluent
the existing Browns Ferry plant installation as the monitoring systems that are installed et BWR
basis for conclusions and recommendations deal- nuclear power plants and includes a brief descrip-
ing with this particular measuring system. tion of the effluent monitors at the Browns Ferry
Although the report is " plant specific," many of facility. Section 4 presents the concerns associated
the concerns brought to light by this study are with the performance of effluent radioactisity
generic and apply to a greater or lesser degree to all monitors during sesere accident conditions, and
Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) nuclear power Section $ recommends additionalstudiesincluding
plants,

testing of sample lines to determine the accuracy of
Regulatory Guide 1.97, Instrumentation for predicting losses and response times of a line. Sec-

Light-Ilater-Cooled Nuclear Ibwer Plants to Assess tion 6 summarizes the conclusions of this prelimi.
Plant and Ensirons Conditions During and Follow- nary evaluation.

I



2. BACKGROUND

This section provides background information Samples taken in the field could not be*

on the pre- and post-Thlt design criteria, perform- analyzed after the onsite laboratory was
ance of the radioactise efnuent monitors during disabled because of contamination from
the Tht! accident, and current requirements for high airborne actisity. The source of the
emergency response actions. contamination was a primary coolant sam-

ple being analyzed at the time.

2.1 Sampling and Detection The measurement problems of the TNil ef0uent
Considerations radioactisity monitoring sniem were considered

generie and applicabic to other plants. As a result,
NU REG-0737,3 II.F 1, Attachments I, 2 and 3

Effluent radioactivity monitors installed before 2and Regulatory Guide 1.97 were published to pro-
the TNil accident were designed to detect and mea- ~

side guidance for the specification of systems that
sure only releases associated with normal reactor

would help ensure that accident-monitoring instru-
operations and anticipated operational occur- ments base sufficient operatine range to yield
rences. Such monitors were required to measure onseale readings under accident cImditions,
concentrations of radioactnity approaching the
minimum amount detectable, with the then state-

NRC kcgulatory Guide 1.97, Instrurnentationof-the-art sample coilection and detection meth-
for Light.liater-Cooled Nuclear [uwer Plants toods. In general, the monitors complied with the

with respect to ess Pla rt and Enviro,ne Conditions During andcriteria of Regulatory Guide 1.215
""**# #" '1ccident ' mereased the upper limit

.

releases from normal operations and anticipated
operational occurrences, but did not hase suffic- ty y pariulates, Wec n sen

gens, and noble gases ,m airborne releases to *

ient dynamic range to function during the release
p a r part culates and halogens, and

conditions associated with some severe accidents.
100,000 pCi/cc for noble gases bee Table 1). These
higher range sesere accident requirements base

; The effluent radioactivity monitors at T All were ma pan e ent m nh dng equ5 ment inappmno exception; they failed to perform properly dur-
priate because of detector saturation. In addition,

ing the initial phases of the accident. Specifically:
radiation damage may occur at the required mea-
surement and working conditions. Therefore, a

The plant sent gas efnuent radioactisity new generation of ef fluent radioactisity monitors is*

monitor gave erroneous indication of high now being installed in many plants. Retrofitting of
radioiodine content in releases from the these instruments to exiuing plant sample lines,
stack vent.6 The erroneous indication was and sample points, leases some doubt about mea-
caused by concentrations of short lised suremem accuracy during a sesere accident; this
noble gases being retained in the charcoal will be discussed in Section 4.
iodine adsorption tilter cartridge, and
being indicated as radiciodine by the mon- NUREG-0737, Clarification of Df/ Action Plan
itor readout sptem. Requirement, specifically states in ll.El, Attach-

ment 2, " Sampling and Analysis of Plant Ef0u-
The plant vent efnuent radioactivity moni- ents," that " iodine gaseous efnuent monitors for*

tor which was designed to detect and mea- the accident condition are not considered to be
sure the presence of particulate radioactise practical at this time. Capability for ef fluent moni-
materialin the plant had similar problems. toring of radioiodines for the accident condition

shall be provided with sampliry conducted by
The plant air effluent monitor for noble adsorption on charcoal or ather media, followed by*

gas sampling in the ausiliary building vent onsite laboratory analysis." It also states that
went offscale at 10-2 Ci/ce. Estimates of " sampling of particulates and iodines should pro.
actual release concentrations were calcu- vide for sample nonle entry velocities which are,

l lated to be on the order of 10-3 pCi/cc to approximately isokinetic with espected in-duct or
I pCi/ce. in-stack air selocitics" per ANSI NI3.1-1969.7

2
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| Table 1. NUREG4737 upgrade monitor range guidelines

Particulates and
Sample Source Noble Gas Range lodine Range

Plant stack release .000001 to 100,000 pCi/cc .001 to 100 pCi/cc

'

Reactor building .000001 to 10,000 pCi/cc .001 to 100 pCi/cc
Turbine building

i Refueling zone

Turbine building upper .000001 to 1,000 Ci/cc .001 to 100 pCi/cc
atmosphere

I
Rad waste building release 000001 to 100 pCi/cc .001 to 100 pCi/cc

|
Some plant owners 8 have questioned the need has, among its many requirements, effluent radio-

for isokinetic sampling since it is probable that activity monitor measurement and operator guide-
errors in the deposition of iodine in the sample line lines that are relevant to evaluation of Ihe
will far exceed nonisokinetic sampling errors for performance of effluent radioactivity monitors.
the particulate releases expected. This qucstion Four classes of emergency action lesels were estab-
arises from a conflict in sample flow rate design lished (NUREG-0610 Draft Emergency Action
criteria for minimizing deposition of iodine versus Leve/ Guidelinesfor Nuclear Ibwer Plants, Sept em-
that for particulates. Generally, isokinetic sample ber 1979), each with initiating conditions, among
flow s need to be laminar in order to minimite parti- which are effluent monitoring guidelines. The
cle deposition, w hile turbulent flow conditions pro- classes are as follows:
vide minimum iodine deposition.

Notification of unumal esentThe unresolved issue of how much iodine actu. *

| ally deposits inside the sample line continues to
Alertplague plant analysts when they try to determir.e *

the actual iodine concentration in the exhaust duct
from samples taken at the end of long transport Site area emergency*

lines. Some questions are answered by measure-
General emergency.*ments of transmission factors, deposition veloci.

ties, and resuspension rate constants using replicas
of specific utility sample line configurations in lab. The declaration of a general emergency class
oratory mockups.9 However, these tests are gener. accident is due to substantial, actual, or imminent,

ally conducted with elemental iodine; the accuracy co*e degradation or melting, with the potential for
with which the resulting empirical sample line loss loss of containment. The discuwion below points
correlations can be used depends on the amount out the system operator interface and measurement

and kind of iodine species actually present at the response requirements that are relevant to the esal-

sample location for a given accident scenario. uation of effluent radioactisity monitors during a
severe accident.

2.2 Plant Emergency Response The efiluent radioactisity monitoring system
Considerations provides the operator with information for classify-

ing the emergency, calculating ir.itial conditions of
NU REG-0654, Criteriafor Preparation and &ol- the emergency, and evaluating postaccident infor-

uation of Radiologimi Emergency Response Plans mation. The decision to initiate the " general emer-
and Preparedness in Support of Nuclear Plants,I gency" evacuation plan depends on the effluent

3
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radioactivity monitoring systems giving alarms at .\leteorological conditions*

preset levels, in conjunction with other " general l

emergency" initiating criteria. Stack alarms are Actual or projected dose rates at the site*

usually triggered by noble gas detectors, because boundary, and the projected integrated
noble gas detectors proside real time information. dose at site boundary
Initial emergency action requires real time informa-
tion about releases to the environment in order to Projected dose rate and integrated dose at*

notify state and local gosernment organizations in the projected peak at 2, 5, and 10 miles
less than 15 minutes (the time is site specific) of the from the site boundary.
first indication of an emergency. The immediate
action for this class is sheltering rather than esaeu- In addition to initial emergency declaration
ating people until an assessment can be made that information, the efnuent radioactisity monitoring
(a) an evacuation is indicated and (b) an evacua- system must provide ongoing and postaccident
tion can be completed before significant release quantitatise data for monitoring aetuat or potential
and transport of radioactise material to the offsite consequences.4 Efnuent monitor measure-
affected areas. ments are used in conjunction with containmcnt

radiation monitor measurements and in-plant
Prosision must be made to send a follow-up mes- iodine instrumentation measurements to determine

sage from the facility to offsite authorities within source term releases. Also, efnuent monitor mea-
30 minutes of reporting the emergency. The mes- surements are used in conjunction with meteoro-
sage should contain the following information logical in for mation and field monitoring
about the potential human exposure dose caleu- equipment to determine offsite esposures and
lated from the radioactisity measurements: contamination.

Thus, efnuent radioactisity monitors must provide
Type of actual or projected release (air- the following:*

borne, waterborne, or surface spill), and
the estimated duration / impact times

Part of tr.e information used to determine*

Estimate of the quantity of radioactise when a " general emergency" should be*

material released or being released, and declared
the points and height of release

Initial data to decide on appropriate*

Chemical and physical form of released offsite emergency action*

material, including estimates of the rela-
tive quantities and concentration of noble Postaccident data for calculating potential*

gases, iodines, and particulates ofIsite human esposure consequences.

|

| 4
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3. DESCRIPTION OF EFFLUENT RADIOACTIVITY
MONITORING SYSTEMS

This section provides an in-depth description of Sample PicAup Probes-Sampic pickup probes in
Ihe subs > stems that compose most effluent radio- the exhaust ducts are designed Io operate under iso-
activity monitoring systems installed at BWR Linctic conditions per ANSI N13.1, " Guide to
nuclear power plants, and also a brief description Sampling Airborne Radioactise Materials in
of the Browns Ferry Plant monitoring systems. Nuclear Facilities."7 This means that the sample

flow selocity must be controlled so that particu-

i 3.1 Description of a Generic lates in the duct are sampled without disturbing

Effluent Radioactivity their selocity or direction of traqi at the entrance
into the sample probe. Some nokmetic designs use

Mon tori multiple probes and connect all the probes into a
larger diameter manifold. This design assumes tur-

Figures I anc 2 show simplified piping and bulent flow conditiens in the exhaust duct (the
instrumentation diagrams of effluent radioactivity same flow velocity acrou the duct). In reality, there
monitoring systems like those used for monitoring is some degree of particle stratification. In addi-
plant ventilation exhaust and main stack exhaust tion, there are sariations in the velocity profile
radioactivity in real time. The four major subsys- caused by less-than ideal duct geometry, and the
tems which typically comprise effluent radioactiv- relatisely low flow rates e,tpected during sesere
ity monitoring systems are described below, accidents. 1

3.1.1 Sampling Pickup Duct Section. The Duct Pressure and Temperature- Absolute pressure
pickup point for sampling the duct effluent is con- and temperature sensors located in the duct, with
figured in a special duct section designed for the the isokinetic sampling probes, are used to prmide
particular sample location, and typically contains temperature and pressure data to the microproecs-,

the following: sor for the purpose of calculating demity correc-
tions between the sample probe and the detector

Flow straighteners gas solumes. These semors hase anociated trans-*

mitters mounted on the sample duct section.
Isokinetic sampling manifold*

,

Pitot Tube Hardware and Differentist Pressure
Absolute prenure transmitter Transm/rters- A rake of pitot tubes in the same sam-*

ple configuration as the sample pickup probes mea-
Temperature transmitter sures the duct air flow velocity.- This selecity*

measurement is used to control the sample selocity
Total pressure (high) manifold so that isokinetic conditiom citist at the sample*

probe inlet. The pitot tubes' impact prenure (high)
Static pressure (low) manifold is connected into a total prewure manifold. The*

static preuure (Iow) at each impact pressure point
Protective purging air litter / regulator connects into a low-prewure manifold. The delta*

preuure between these high and icw prenures is
Pneumatic differential prenure trammitter. measured with a three-stage pneumatic amplifier.*

The ruFged amplifier, and auociated preuure
Figure 3 is a diagram of a typical pickup duct trammitter, are located in a homing mounted near

' section. A brief description of the duet section the duct. This housing also contains a clean, dry-
hardware follows. air purge system to keep the pitot tube intet ports,

free of condensation and particulates that could
' t/ sw Stra/phteners- A flow straightener is came measurement errors.

mounted ahead of the flow sample tubes and pirot !
tubes.The flow straightener is a Sin.. thick honey- 3.1.2 Collection and Detection of Particulates,

j comb structure with a 1/16-in. hex to a 1/2 in. lodino, and Nobio Gases. Sample inputs from
modified hex cron section. ventilation exhaust ducts go to the effluent'

5
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radioactisity monitoring system through sample Isolinctic flow control at the sample probe*

transport lines. The transport lines should be
designed to hase short lengths and large diametersa . Compensation for changes in concentra-
with optimum sample flow rates to present sample lion of radioactise material during
plateout losses. Afler passing through the transport tramport

line, the sample first flows through a particulate
filter; here, the radioactisity of the captured parti- Selection and initiation of commands or*

cles is monitored by a beta radiation detector, utilir- requests (or both) for action or display (or
ing a plastic scintillator and photomultiplier tube. both).

Afler the sample leaves the particulate filter, it The microprocessor controls ihe Dow at the tip
enters the iodine monitor. The gaseous sample is of the sample probe to obtain optimum isokinetic

j

forced to flow through a fixed siher teolite or char- sampling conditions. It uses signah from the pitot'

| coal filter that is designed to trap mmt of the radio- tube delta pressure sensors, along with duct abso-
iodine present. The filter is monitored with a lute pressure and temperature, to adjmt the sam-
gamma scintillation detector utilizing a thallium- ple line flow rate. It aho compensates for sample
activated, sodium-iodide crystal and a photomulti- concentration changes during transport in the
plier tube. The amount of iodine collected in the sample line to the detector. Nicasurement of tem-
filter should be directly proportional to the rate of perature, pressure, and flow at the inlet and outlet
sample flow, the iodine concentration, and the time proside the information needed to compensate for
the filter has been subjected to the flow. Iloweser, changes in sample density.
high concentrations of radioacthe noble gases dur-
ing a severe accident may mask the iodine signal, in addition, the microprocessor automatically
and the iodine measurement capability would be controls detector and sahing power.up and
lost. Under these conditions, the iodine filter must power-dewn sequences as required.
be taken to the laboratory for measurement of
iodine concentration with an isotropic system. 3.2 Description of the Browns

| Before measurement at the laboratory, the sample Ferry Power Plant Effluent
should be flushed with a stable, mert noble gas to

Radioact,v,ity Mon,iton,ngiremme residual radioactive noble gases.
Systems

After the sample flows through the iodine filter,
the noble gases present are monitored with a beta This section briefly describes the limwns f erry
scintillation detector, which views the gases as they power plant effluent radioacthity monitoring
flow through a sample chamber. The sample is then sptems.ll The hree nuclear power plants share
exhausted back into the main duct or stack, three effluent gas process radiation monitoring

sptems:
3.1.3 Check Sources. Each of theIhree monitor-
ing units described abose is equipped with a check * $1ain stack
source for testing the units. The check source is a
radioactise sample that, on command, positiom * Plant sentilation eshaust
itselfimmediately in front of the detector. This pro-
sides a standard reference condition agaimt which Reactor building sentilation.*

the detector and the anciated electronics can be
checked flowever, to limit health haiards, the These sptems record the rate of release of gas-
strength of the check source generally extends only cous and airborne radioactise material in order to
to the midrange scale. determine the total amounts released to the emi-

ronment. The main stack sprem not only records
3.1.4 Electronic Control. Slicroproecuor. based radioacthity of noble gases in real. time, but pro.
electronics mounted in the monitor automatically sides samples taken periodically for laboratory
perform the fol'owing functions: analpis of iodine and particulate concentration.

The plant sentilation eshaust monitoring sy tem
records (in real. time) a measurement of all three

a. t.engths of lett than in ft and I in (or greatethliarneter. radioacthe materiah for quick action in case of an

9
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accident. The reactor building ventilation monitor- building, (b) reactor zone, and (c) refueling tone
ing system provides gross counts of all radioactise during normal operating conditions. The system
materials for alarm and action purposes. uses three separate detectors to measure and record

. particulate, iodine, and noble gas radioactis ity (see
The following subsections give a brief functional

Figure 1). The release rate is recorded by three sepa.description of the systems taken from the Browns
rate pens on a strip chart recorder located with the

Ferry Fmal Safety Analysis ReportII and from dis-
monitor. The alarm for high actisity, or monitor

cussions with Browns Ferry personnel. These sys- malfunction, sounds in the main control room.
tems are composed of subsystems presiously Sample lines, electrical power, and signal leads are
described in Section 3.1. connected so that a spare unit can bc quickly
3.2.1 Main Stack Radiation Monitoring installed if required. The particulate, iodine, and
System. The main stack radiation monitoring sys. total gas detectors each include a built in check
tem provides an indication to operations personnel source.

of when the radioactive materials released to the
emironment have reached or e)cced specified lim. During a sescre accident, the plant sentilationits. The system consists of two mdisidual channels

exhaust isolation safses should close. With no finwso that maintenance can be performed on one
in thc eshaust duet the efHuent monitor indicationschannel without losmg the alarm capabihty of the
become meaningless; periodic flow measurementssystem. Each channel consists of a gamma-
at selected points in the 9 stem are made to serify

sensitive detector, a check source, a log count rate that there is no flow in the exhaust ducts,
monitor (including a power supply and meter), and
a strip chart pen recorder (see Figure 2). The moni-
tors and the two-pen recorder are located in the 3.2.3 Reactor Building Ventilation Exhaust
control room. Effluent Radiation Monitoring Systems. The

Each monitor has two upscale trips and one reactor buildmg sentilation system mes Geiger-
.\1Hiler type detectors (mounted in the exhaustdownscale trip, each of which mitiates an alarm in
ducts of the reactor building and refueling floor)tothe control room, but does not control action. The
transmit measured gross radiation level signals toupscale alarms are triggered at different high.

radiation lesels; the downscale alarm mdicates indicators and trip units in the control room. The
estem comists of two individual channels thatinstrument trouble. The main stack gas stream is

sampled with an tsokmetic probe located high m share a two-pen strip chart recorder (l'igure 4); it
,

""# "' * E * #" '" # I D " #* * """ "8the vent stream. A sample of the effluent is then
the reactor building atmosphere for abnormaltramported to the monitoring equipment through a

2133 cm long,1.27 cm diameter sample line with a radioactisity (resulting from nuclear nstem leak-
age) during normal operations.

4 flow rate of 2360 cc/sec. Two shielded chambers
connected in series house scintillation detectors
which measure the radioactisity of the gas sample High radioactisity from a refuehng accident or
passing through the chamber 5- sescre accident results in automatie isolation of Ihe

lodine and particulates are captured in an primary and secondary containment through clo-

adsorption filter connected in series with the gas we of not tion \ahey fhe Stan@y Gas heab
sample monitoring stream. The filters are changed ment @em NW a mmated at Me same Ome

to maintam a controlled release to the emironment
.

weekly during normal plant operation, and ana.
lyzed in the laboratory. through the main stack. Radioactise materials are

then measured by the main stack monitoring syu
3.2.2 Plant Ventilation Exhaust Radiation Moni. tem. Unti. normal heating and sentilation flow
toring Systems. The plant sentilation exhaust conditions ret urn, the reactor building proccu con-
radiation monitoring system monitors composite trol effluent measurement system output has no;

i samples of sentilation exhaust from the (a) turbine meaning.

9
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4. EVALUATION OF EFFLUENT RADIOACTIVITY MONITORING !

SYSTEMS

i
'

This section presents a discussion of the generic The selocity profile of the flow*

concerns related to effluent radioactisity monitor-
ing systems, and the results of an initial evaluation The need for fise or more duct diameters*

of the Browns Ferry main stack monitoring system. of straight section before the sample point
(to establish stable flow conditions)

4,1 Generic Sampling Concerns The need to be as near to Ihe exhaust point.

as practicable to ensure a true exhaust
I'^ * P #'Ideally, an effluent radioactisity monitoring sys-

tem must withdraw a representative sample at a
f the time, these ,dealconditions are sacri-Stost iknown flow rate from the exhaust duet and trans-'

| port it through sample lines unchanged (or com- need fm safety a fm consenience of installation.

i pensate for the change) to the remotely located
particulate, iodine, and noble gas collectors and/or Unnen distnbutions (ytratification) of radioae-

. .

tise materials and gases m large exhaust ducts anddetectors. This requirement is relatisely simple for
stads can cause santphng enms if not enoughthe noble gases, but difficult for particulates and
sample pr bes are used to obtain a representatiseiodine. The inertial properties of the particles, and
samp Enm can aho be caused by stratificationthe deposition characteristics of the iodine, cause

f p rticle concentrations tf withdrawal poims are
,

adherence to the surfaces inside the sampling sys-
t o ne r centrifug i esbau t fam, m the sicimty oftem which, in turn, causes sample loues and con-
bends, or too near transitiom.

tamination of the sample system. Sample low and
system contamination degenerate the system's per- .

N1 st sentilati n 5) stems are designed for turbu.formance and gise rise to the generic concerns
lent flow during normal operating conditions;expressed in Sections 4.I.1 through 4.1.4 under the
howeser, sample points need to be fne duct diame.following headings:
ters or more dowmtream from flow injection
points to emure good mixing, ocn for turbulent

* Position of the withdrawal tube flow conditions. Under snere accident conditions, i
'

flow reduction or disersion of the exhaust s> stems
Withdrawing a representatise sample with can cause laminar flow conditiom. In this case,*

a tube multiple withdrawal points must be used to emure
i an nerage representatise sample from the selocity

Sampic t ransport including sapor profile in the duct. Sample systems designed for*

condensation normal operation flow conditium may have only
one sample probe in a duct, i.e., the designers may

Sample collection and detection he auumed turbulent now conditions.*

4.1.1 Position of the Withdrawal Tube. The in summary, utdi H that hase de igned effluent
design of a sptem which will obtain a representa. radioactisity monitor sample pickup hardware for

,

tise sample of particulates in a large duct is a scry normal turbulent flow conditium and then attempt
difficult task, requiring knowledge of maximum to me the same sample pickup de ign to satisf y sp.
particle site, mean si/c, standard desiation of the tem u grades to meet the guidance of NURI G
dispersion of sites, and demity of the particles. In 0737, might not obtain a representatisc sampic
the absence of specific particulate data for a sescre under sesere accident conditions. I)uring an acci-
accident, the penimistic prediction of large parti- dent, lower than normal nows could require more
cles being present must be med, since large parti. sample points than esist acrow the duct, to obtain a

,

cles are more likely to be stratified, representatise sample. The calculated radioactisity
concentration coulJ hase an order of magnitude

1
; In addition, the design of the exhaust duct sam. error if the sample withdrawal design does not con.

ple w ithJrawal point should consider the follow ing: sider complicated low flow schicity profiles. Using'

i

i
n
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models to calculate aserage sample concentration such that only those large particles approaching the
from limited sample probes in the exhaust duet projected area of the probe are collected, then the
works well for flat turbulent selocity profiles but is obsened concentration of large particles will be
difficult otherwise. Verification of representative one-half the actual concentration. Specifically,
sample withdrawal accuracy can best be obtained when the probe velocity is different from duet
by testing at both normal and accident How condi- selocity by a factor of two, the sampling error can
tions after system installation. sary from 6 to 14r for 4 micron aserage diametere

particles, and 14 to 40re for 12 micron aserage
4.1.2 Withdrawing a Representative Sample diameter particles.1

With a Tube. Ideally, the probe and sampling rate
should not distort the flow and particle stream- In summary, true isokinetic sample withdrawal
lines. When sampling only gases, the withdrawal conditions do not exist in many designs. The degree
probe can be of any configuration and need not of variation from isokinetic conditions is a func-
face directly into the gas stream. Iloweser, sam- tion of the specific flow profiles at the location of

1 pling an eshaust duct containing particulates sampling, the design of the withdrawal probe con-

} requires the probe to hase an inlet flow area, and figuration, and sample now rates. The sampling
i flow rate, such that the inlet velocity and direction errors caused by a sample flow selocity differing
. nearly matches the aserage flow of the duct. This from the duct flow selocity by a factor of two can f
'

condition is know n as isokinetic sampling. approach Sor if particles larger than 12 micronte

are being sampled. Quantitatise definition of
Seseral other critical sptem performance char- errors during a sesere accident is difficult without a

acteristics depend on sample flow rate besides iso- knowledge of particle size distribution, mean parti-
! kinetie sampling. I:or example: cle sire, desiation from mean site, ar.d particle den-

sity for the accident sequence being considered. 1

Sensitisity of the counting sptem Esen if the errors could be quantified, the iso-*

Linctic flow control might not be able to follow the ;

Collector characteristies full range of accident now conditions, resulting in*

errors for smaller or larger flow ratet The errors
Sampling duration introduced by anisokinetic flow are relatisely small*

(0 to 14r ) for particulates less than 4 microns ine

N!asimum sample concentration diameter.*

The settling rate of the particulates m the 4.1.3 Sample Transport Considerations. Gases*

I sample line and particles must be transported in the sample
lines to the collector and detector within a range of

lodine deposition and resuspemion rates acceptable low. Iones as a result of deposition,*

in the sample line. chemical reactions and condensation in the line can
be significant (a factor of 10 or greater) and are

Deciding on the appropriate sample now rate for discussed below,

any gisen stack flow is an iteratisc proccu, with the
final sampic flow rate somewhat different than Vapor Condenserion Errors-lf gases condeme in;

idealisokinetic conditions. f his is in order to opti- the sample ime during tramport, the radioactisity
mire other flow dependant characteristiet measurement will be in error. Condemation of

nonradioactise gases such as water sapor can act as ;

Errors introduced by desiations from true iso- a catalpt for colletting radioactise pases and
kinetic samp,hng are a function of the particle site solids. l'or example,1:PRI studiesl2.1- show the
and density.' Table 21ists the ctron caused by sari- iodine deposition sekicity increases by a factor of
ous sampling rates. If the sampling probe intet sis on aluminum surfaces with a change from low
sch> city is only 50re of Ihe duct velocity, and all the to high humidity. T he same data show resuspension
large particles in the projected area of the probe rate inercases of approsimately a factor of 3 from j

inlet enter into the probe, the concentration of low to high humidity. Watcr sapor, which would
j large particles will be twice as high as it should be. hkely be present in a sesere accident, can easily con-

j Similarly, should the sampling probe inlet selocity dense out in a sample line, adsorbing the iodine in
be twice the duct velocity, and particle inertia be tramport and react with it to produce hypoiodom

13
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Table 2. Ratio of obseeved to actual concentration of particles when sampled at various ,

fractions and multiples of isokinetic flow |
L

C Otnened Concentration in Sample

{" Actual Concentration

I*I' I*' IU Pmbe inlet Vekxitv
U t clocuy d, = 4 p m d, = 12 pm d = 17 m d = 31 pm d, = 37 pm ,' [d

0.5 1.06 1.14 1.20 1.23 ' l.46 2.0 ,

0.6 1.03 1.09 1.13 1.23 1.41 I.67
0.7 1.02 1.05 1.08 1.14 1.32 1.44
08 1.01 1.02 1.04 1.06 1.I6 1.25

09 1.00 1.01 1.01 1.03 1.07 1.11

1.0 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

1.1 0.99 0.98 0.98 0.95 0.9) 0.%
1.2 0.98 0.% 0.95 0.92 0.87 0.83 |
1.3 0.97 0.94 0.94 0.95 0.84 0.77

'

1.4 0.97 0.92 0.9) 0.83 0.81 0.72

[l.$ 0.% 0.89 0.93 a 0.76 0.67
1.6 0.95 0.83 a _a 0.74 0.63
1.7 0.94 0.78 a _a 0.71 0.59 |

1.8 0.92 0.72 a _a 0.68 0.55
'

.

l.9 0.90 0.65 a _a 0.66 0.33 i

2.0 0.86 a _a _a 0.M 0,50 "

a. Data does not coser this range.

acid and organic iodide. Howeser, water sapor will a wall, where they plate out. In sample lines with
not condense and will, therefore, hase minimum smalllaminar nows, only a small fraction of parti-
affect on the sample transmission factor-if the cles oer reach the detector.7
sample lines are heat traced to a high enough ,'All particles carried by flow in a horizontal tubetemperature.

will tend to settle to the bottom of the tube because
Some species of iodine have a high enough con' of theinfluence of grasity. The degree to which par- f

densation temperature to condense inside the sam- ticles settle out in a horizontal lube is a function of |
!pie line at ambient temperature conditions, s ze and demity of the partic!cs, sample now seloc-

resulting in a greatly reduced trammission factor. ity, tube diameter and length, and sample media
Fission gases with very low condeming tempera- v scosity and demity.
tures, such as argoa and krypton, do not hase sam-
ple line condensation or other transport problems. Airborne particles in motion tend to trasci in

Art /cAs Depos/r/on-An estimate of particle loues **# "#'. ".nicu acte en by acr4nande
I ren of suUWnt magnkuu to change the part,i-

can be made by comidering sescral Guid. particle- de &ccdon. Becauw of inenia, panicles larger
surface interactiom that result in deposition of par-

than about I micron in diameter tend not to followticles moving through a sample line. Particle the change in now direct,on of the sample gas.i
deposition mechanisms are Hrownian diffusion, Anything in the sample line that causes additional

- gravitational settling, and inertial effectsi these are turbulence or change of flow direction can cause
bric0y described below. additional deposition, for example, couplings,

Very small particles are subject to llrownian dif- reducers, expamiom, dents, comt rictions, rotame-
fusion, with changes in the now rate making the ters, tees, cibow s, etc. From ihe standpoint of iner-
biggest difference in depmition. They mme from tia,large, laminar flow rates in the sample line are

'

point to point in a Howing gas, nentually reaching optimum. Very litlie exptrimental data are )
i

14
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Table 3. Length of horizontal tube for 100% and 50% deposition due to gravity

Inside Particle Density Particle Demity Particle Density
Particle Tube fp=2 fp=5 of p = 10

Diameter Diameter Flow
3d -pm (em)(2r) em /s L on cm Lgo cm L arcm L30 cm L arem L50 cmi ip i

2 1 39 2620 930 1050 370 525 135
2 157 5240 1860 2l00 740 1050 372
4 628 10500 3720 4190 1480 2l00 744
6 1413 15700 5550 6290 2230 3150 1120

5 1 39 437 310 136 87 87 31
2 157 880 620 272 % 175 62
4 628 1760 1240 544 192 350 124
6 1413 2620 1860 816 288 525 186

10 1 39 110 39 44 16 22 8
2 157 220 78 88 31 44 16
4 628 400 156 176 62 88 31
6 1413 680 234 265 93 132 47

Average now rate-50 cm/s.

available to define deposition losses quantitatisely, the sariables that control the deposition of iodine
ANSI N13.1 indicates that as much as,a 30re loss (w hich is chemically actisel hasc eluded characteri-
can be ex pected in one 90 degree elbow,' depending ration. As a result, quantitative conclusions from
on particle size, demity and flow rate. studies and test data are configuration, emiron.

Particle interactions are not perfectly know n, but ment, hardware and iodine species specific. There-

estimates of the fractions of entering particles that fore, the loss correction factors used are large and

will ultimately be tramported to a dowmtream uncertain for the different iodine species being
sampled during an accident.

point can be made if the dimemions of the estem,
particle properties, and now rates are known. Transmission percentages of radioactise iodine
Experimental data for specific conditions also gise through a sampling line depend primarily on fise
the designer an idea of what to expect.10 Table 3 factors:
shows the lengths of horizontal sampling line in
which 50 and 100 percent of the particles of stated Imide diameter and the ratio of the sample*

size will depmit for various tube diameters and line surface area to volume
sampling now rates. For example, when 2 micron
diameter particles hasing a demity of 5 g/cc are 1 ength of the sampic line*

tramported in a 2 cm diameter tube with a Cow rate Sample line geometry (number and type of*

of 157 ceAcc,50re of the particles will deposit in bends and cibows)
1480 cm of horizontallength.

Sample flow rate*

Iodine oepos/r/on-lodine can react with materials
or condemates in the sample line and cause signif,- lodine chemical species.a

|

i I

cant measurement errors. Studies of deposition Nicasurements on mockups of nuclear power
and resu pemion rates of iodine base resulted in plant sample lines ,10 show that deposition and9

some data that can be used for reference.9,12 All subsequent resuspemion of elemental radioiodine

15
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are important tramport processes to comider in a This is one of the reasom te is on mockups of
sample line. Sample lines of 1/4 inch diameter, nuclear power plant sample lines have utilized cle-
with a length greater than 50 feet, base sery high mental iodine. Ilowner, it should not be awumed
losses. Sample lines 100 feet long, with a I inch from this that 12 s the only species or form ofi

i diameter, hase significantly lower lowes; the lowes iodine of concern during a socre accident. Some
might be acceptable in I inch pipes up to twice this imestigators hase suggested that most of the iodine
length. Howeser, standards to gise guidance for may be in the form of cesium iodide t articulate)or
designing sample transport lines (to minimite hydrogen iodine (usually a gas).3 4 I
iodine deposition) do not e ist, and data on the
tramport of other iodine chemical species do not Esperimenterd has e conducted tests in ihe labo-
exist, ratory on transport line mockups to obtain tram-

mission factors for elemental iodine. TheFor long sample lines, calculation of actual characteristics of the specifie transport knes tested
exhaust duct radioactm iodine concentration

_

with elementat iodine are show n in hble 4. Table $
requires a sample line transmiwien correction fae- shows the radioactise elemental iodine injection
for to be applied to the indicated s alue. This factor periods, measured trammiwion fractions, and the
correct; for the change in concentration during aserage estimated deposition selocities for the spec-
transmission to the detector and/or collector. Thi* fled linn. Tables 6 and hhow the measured resus-
correction factor can be the source oflarge errors in pen ion rates using filtered clean air flowing
calculated radioactisity doses if obtaired from data through the same sampic line . These data support
for other sample lines, or transmission of other the concimions that, though not well understood,
similar materials. Esen though the trammiwion the mechanism = of gaseous iodine iramport in
factor could be in error, the worst case would be not

sample lines are the following:
! using any transmission correction factor when the

sample line has large lowe: Testing (to determine Deposition of reactise species on surfaecs.

trammission factors for iodine) is an acceptable
way of justifying a gisen sample line configuration Species tramformation on the surfaces.

and correction factor.

Some imestigators hase speculated that elemen- Resuspension of deposited radiciodine.*

tal iodine is the most reactise and, therefore, the
gaseous species of greatest interest. P. J. Unrein, including rnuspemion, as well as deposition, in

et al., hase stated that: cunent models greath impunes calculated tram-'

minion factors for normal, steady state opera-
" Transmission of radioiodine through a tional conditions. Ilowe er, it is esen more

sampling line depends upon the character- important for time sarying releases that would
istics of the line and on the radioiodine hkely be present during a se ere accident. Ihis is
species present. Early measurements in true becau e the deposition and rnuspemion
operating power plants showed that depo- mechanisms delay the delisery of the iodine to the
sition and subsequent resuspen ion of detectors, thereby masking the concentration

| tadiciodine were important procewes and changes taking place in the duct. lodme tramport
that changes in chemical form probably delays for long, small-diameter sample linn can
occurred while the material resided on the roult in a much smaller than actual measurement
surface. Proiom measurements of deposi- of iodine release during the initial hours of an acci.
tion of iodine species onto tot coup <m sur- dent; and (ponibly) a much greater than actual
facn in the laboratory and onto vegetation iodine concentration measurement later on in the
hase show n that elementaliodine(1 )is the accident, when the released iodine concentration2y
most reactise of the gaseous species. The decreases but resu pension in the sample line
deposition selocity of hypoiodous acid continues.
(Holt is <$% of that for 1. Dcpmition2
selocities of organic iodides, such as summary or sempre Transport concerns-l he pri-
meth el iodide (Cil 1), are even smaller, mary concerm (with re pect to tramporting a sam- 13;

s 0.1% of the deposition selocity of 1. ple through a sample line) are sapor condemation )2
Thus the aseous species of greatest inter. error % partkle depmition and iodine deposition.
est is 1, ." Vapor condemation errors affect both particle

3
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Table 4. Characteristics of sample lines testeda

Characteristic LineI Line 2 Line 3 Line 4 1ine $ Line 6

Inside diameter 2.22 2.22 1.91 0.M 2.21 2.12
(cm)

Length 3048.0 1524.0 4293.0 4267.0 7803.0 7498.0
(cm)

Flow rate, Q 1416.0 1416.0 944.0 28.3 944.0 U21.0
3(cm /s)

Ratio A/V 1.80 1.80 2.10 6.30 1.81 1.89
(cm-I)

a. . All lines tested were of Type 316 or 304 stainless steel; table courtesy of Science Applications, Inc.,
Reference 9.

Table 5. Injection periods, measured
transmission fractions, and
average deposition velocities Table 6. Measured resuspension ratesa
for 1 in sampling linesa2

Average
Experimental Results for Total Resuspension

2Elemental lodine (1 ) Number of Duration Rateb

12
~Line Nicasurements (hr) (rxs-I)

Ascrage
Injection Nicasured Deposition

1 4 455 6 x 10-6
Period Transmission Velocity 2 4 455 5 x 10-6

Line (hr) Fraction (cm/s) 3 9 742 7 x 10-6-

3 15 948 1 x 10-5
I 1.2 0.75 0.020
2 :.2 0.78 0.032 4 9 742 1 x 10-6
3 0.5 0.23 O.054 4 15 904 | x 10 6

'

3 2.1 0.62 0.018 3 9 282 7 x 10-6
6 9 282 1 x 10-5

4 0.5 0.0013 0.027
4 2.t 0.0045 0.021
5 4.3 0.58 0.0095 a. Tabic courtesy of Science Applications, Inc.,
6 4.3 0.72 0.0088 Reference 9.

b. Resuspension rate decreased with time; multi-
a. ' Table courtesy of Science Applications, Inc., ple component parameter would be more
Reference 9. representatise.
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Table 7. Measured distributions of are more significant in turbulent flows. Small parti.
resuspended radiciodine ele (less than I micron diameter) deposition can be
species (%)a less than 10% in a larger diameter tube (2.54 cm),

3048 cm long with turbulent flows. Ilowever,
nearly 100% of a group of large particles (10 mic-

Organic ron diameter or greater) being transported in the
Line Particulatesb 12 1101 lodides same tube with the same now, could be lost due to

deposition.
IC 15.1 81.5 1.0 2.4

j The radiciodine present in exhaust ducts is usu-
3 9

""F " * ""'# "I scseral i dine chemical species.
3 2.5 85.5 8.0 4.0

Elemental iod.me is scry chemically actise and can
.

have significant plate out as it flows ibrough a sam-4 s12d s53 s 23 s12
pie line. The length and diameter of the sample4 0.4e 38 36 25
lines, the flow rate of the sample, and the amount

5 6.8 83.9 5.6 3.7
6 4.9 85.9 5.5 3.8 f e ch chemical species affect the amount of

iodine deposition. Nicasured elemental iodine
transmission fractions in laboratory moeLups of

a. Table courtesy of Science Applications, Inc., s mplelines(Tables 4 and 5) range from 0.0013 for

Referenec 9. long, small diameter lines (4267 cm long,0.64 cm -
diameter) to 0.78 for shorter, larger diameter lines

b. Radiciodine associated with particulates. (1524 cm long 2.22 cm diameter). The models
used to predict the transmission fraction of a sam.

c. Laboratory air drawn through the line was not ple line for iodine, w hich consider both deposition

filtered. and resuspension, are an improsement oser the
models w hich only consider deposition.9 Ilowever,

d. Species concentrations variable; one or more these improsements might not be as applicable a
components were below detectable levels during the initial transient phase of a sesere accident u
some sampling periods. Ihey are to steady state operations.

e. Radioiodine species measurements made dur-
4.1.4 Sample CoIIection and Detection. Niosi,. .

ing first resuspension period; total 1311 actisity
measured during the other 14 periods. but not all, cffluen' radioactivity monitoring sys-

tems base a three-stage detection configuration
that first collects ISe particulates with a filter, then
collects the iodines with an adsorber, and finally,

deposition and iodine deposition. Howeser, this detects the noble gases in real time, as described in
error can be reduced to a very low lesclif the sampic Section 3.1.2. Errors introduced by Ihe detection
line is i eat traced to a temperature higher than the equipment are usually small, w hen compared to the
condensation temperatures of the sapors. Noble errors related to withdrawing the sample and then
gases normally do not present transport problems transporting it to the detectors through a sample
and their errors are essentially zero. The Iwo areas line. INEL personnel experienced with detection
of greatest concern are deposition of particles and equipment located at nuclear power plants, indi
deposition of iodine, with deposition of iodine cate that during normal plant operation this equip-
being the least understood. ment is usually accurate to within a factor of two

(including sample collection, equirment calibra.
The mechanisms for particle deposition are pri- tion and counting accuracy).

marily Brownian diffusion, gravitational settling,
and inertial effects. Brownian diffusion is a factor
for very small particles and small laminar flows. The integrated concentrations on the particulate
Gravitational settling and inertial effects are a con. filter and the iodine filter are measured with scintil. I

;' cern for larger, more dense particles; gravitational lation detectors matched to Ihe expected disintegra- |

settling occurs in laminar flows and inertial effects tion energies as follows:

|
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The gross gamma activity of the particu- building system and the plant exhaust system efnu-*

lates collected on the filter are counted ent measurements are important in identifying an
with a calibration relative to cesium-137 accident. However, they do not provide meaningful

data during an accident, since the exhainst wnts they
* - The gaseous radiciodine is collected either monitor are closed off as part of the primary and

on a charcoal or silver-zeolite cartridge secondary containment heating and sentilation iso-
and the gross gamma actisity is detected by lation procedure. Therefore, this section will discuss
a single-channel sodium iodide gamma enly the Browns Ferry main stack monitor system.
spectrometer. Since the gross activity on
the cartridges is assumed to be iodine-131, While all the concerns described in Section 4.1
the spectrometer is centered on the apply to Browns Ferry, it is the losses in the sampic
0.364 MeV peak of I-131- line that seem to be of most concern. The main

stack sample line is 2133 cm (70 ft) in length,
' The noble gases gross actisity is counted 1.27 cm in diameter, with a flow rate of approxi-*

with a calibration relative to Xe-133. ~ mately 2360 cc/sec. ANSI N f 3.1-l%9 guidance for
sertical lines with the above characteristics

Integration time depends on how often the filter / (Table 8) indicates that if particles are less than
adsorber is changed out. The lower the radioactise 2 microns in diameter, less than 100e deposition
nuclide concentration, the longer the integration can be espected. For particles greater than 6 mic-
time in order to build up a concentration level sig- rons in diameter, and greater than 4 g/cc in density,
nificantly above the background level of the detec- more than 90re loss might be expected. This
tor. As will be discussed below, filter /adsorber assumes no losses in the elbow s and nearly all of the
change-out time must consider the detector low- 2133 cm of length to be vertical up the side of the
and high-range capability, or no measurement will stack. During a soere accident, release of radioac-
be obtained. tise materials is through the SBGTS and out the

main stack. The first stage of the SBGTS filters
Aniriculate ritter Measurement-The particulate removes 99.950e of the particles smaller than

filter is usually a fixed filter, During a soere acci- 0.3 micron in diameter, if the filters do not '
dent, the presence of high concentrations of noble degrade. In the second stage, more than 99.95 F ofe

gas can cause error in the particulate radioactivity the elementat iodine and 95re of theorganiciodine
measurement. When the scintillator saturates, all will be adsorbed in charcoal filters (assuming filters
information will be lost untilit comes out of satura- perform to manufacturers' specifications). There-
tion. fore, as long as the SBGTS filters perform to speci-

fication, the. errors caused by particulate
/od/ne Adsorber Use-Large concentrations of deposition should be small. Howeser these errors

short-lived noble gases are produced during a could be large if the filters fail
severe accident. Quantities of these gases, preferen-
tially adsorbed and retained in the air space Considering data found in the literature ,16 (see9

between adsorber particles will increase or mask Tables 4 and 5, and Figure 5), the iodine transport
the desired 1-131 measurement.4 For fast severe efficiency could be estimated for the line character.
accident iodine changes, no credence should be' istics stated above. Sample line transmission |

given to these real-time measurements. response timesa for elemental iodine transport in I

some lines hase been found, from empirical data,

4.2 Initial Evaluation of Browns i be as greai as 30 days.is The magnitude orerrors
caused by transmission delays depends, primarily,Ferry Effluent Rad.ioact. .tyivi
on the sample line characteristics and sample flow (Monitoring System rate. For the example in Figure 5 (a 0.62.cm diame- |
ter line, 3100 cm long, with a 54-ec/sce sample

The previous discussion of effluent radioactivity flow rate), the transmission fraction in the first
monitoring systems has shown that, during a severe hour of an accident could be as small as 0.10. The
accident, only the main stack effluent radioactnity
monitoring system measures controlled release to
the environment-if all the heating and ventilation a. The tirne reymred for the sarnP c line outlet to reach steadyl
isolation systems function properly. The reactor state condition with a change at the inlet.

19
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Table 8. Fraction of entering particles which deposit in a vertical sampling line

h b bp = la ,,4 p=6 p,g
Tube length Tube Length Tube iensih Ibbe iength

Tube
. Pa n le Tube %ds ib I'"I 8'* ' l'"I I""I

thameter thameter Number Rate

(m m) (cm3 (Ret tec/sec) 200 MU 2tte 20- M10 2GC 21 0 kW) 22 0 200 Nr) 2000'

1 0.$ 4 110 241 0.01 0.01 0.to 00I 0 02 0 09
Om ato 0 02 EM del ENIS ""U III Leu than 0.01 Less than 0 01

2.0 SOLO 1928 0.00 0 00 0.01 0.00 O ut) 0 01
4.0 10000 4A20 C 00 0 (I) . 0 00 0 to 0 00 0 00

j 2 0.$ AIO0 241 0 04 O tN 0.31 0.08 0.19 0 87 0.14 0 )! 0.77
10' Nuo 72) 0 01 4 04 al4 ON ON ON OM 0 14 0.45

2.0 - N000 1928
- Ins than 0.01

0 00 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.02 0 06 0 02 OM 0.15

4.0 tonic 4820 0 00 0 00 0.08 O to 0.01 0.02 0 00 0.01 0.03

. 6 0.5 40tc 141 0 II 0.26 - 0.9) 0 99 I 00 1 00 1 110 1.00 1.se i.ee i.ee

! 8.0 kt)0 723 00I 0 01 - 0 68 0.91 1 00 0.t9 1.00 Im e.97 1.00 1.es

2.0 9000 1928 0 DI 0.00 - 0 13 05I. 0 94 0.43 0.77 0 99 d.42 0 91 0.W
4.0 10tro 4820 0.01 Om - 0 06 0.14 0 46 0.12 0.27 4 77 0.19 0 41 O sR

10 0. 3 Jono 241 1.00 3.00 - t 00 1.00 1 00 9.e0 8.00 1.00 1.00 1.99 l.00
1.0 KmO 723 0.50 0 82 - 1 (C 1 00 Im 1.00 1.00 1.00 l.00 1.00 8.se

' 2.0 R1:10 1923 0 02 0.04 - 0.41 0 98 1.00 0 95 Ito I R) 8.99 l.se f.es
40 10illo 4820 0 00 0.00 - 0.30 0.59 0 98 0.44 0 80 0 98 0 14 0.W Im

4

a. Expenmentally denmi data foe monoduperse uranine-mnhylene 14ue parixies. tData of Schmet. Ibstma, kh en& man:. to be puidededt-

1 b. Emperimensa!!y detwed data from several partxte snes and denuties.i

NOTE: Numbers in bold represent short estrandations from expenmental data (L. CA Schweniman, G A. Schmet, and A, K. I'tmma, "Radencirse
Partxle Revente en Aerosol Transport Spiems." IMintmas ofihr learrwrrant Confereme on Aufnwitive fwletam of Gamms Afafw
Sarfax fmsce, Novemtw 196.F, Vol. II, p. 37),
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j Figure 5. Elementaliodine transmission through a slainless steel sampling line (31 m length,0.62 cm diameter,

j 54 cc/sec flow rate; table courtesy of J. Z. James, Reference 16L
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Browns Ferry line is 1.27 cm in diameter,2133 cm the sample line transmission cesponse characteris-3

long, with a flow sate of 2360 cc/sec. Extrapolating ties is limited to the available data for iodine trans-
the experimental data to the Browns Ferry sample port. Since the Browns Ferry sample line is much
line, one might estimate that the transmission frac. different from those in Tables 4 and 5 there is a
tion for elementaliodine in the main stack sample large uncertainty in the estimated transmission
line could be 0.5, or less, during the first 30 min. fraction.
utes of a severe accident. Quantitative definition of
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5. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR DETAILED
SYSTEM EVALUATION STUDIES

Recommendations for detailed studies of efflu- . transmission response timesa be measured in
ent radioactivity monitoring systems are based on sample-line mock-up laboratory tests which
the larges: severe accident measurement uncer. include typical elbows, bends, and ottier flow,

tainty findings in this report. Since environmental disturbances.

|
release during a sesere accident is monitored by the It is also recommended that iodine, and particu-
main stack exhaust system, and the samples can late transport models, be evaluated to determine.

have unpredictable losses of a factor of 10 (or the accuracy of predicting losses and the traramis-,

greater) in transport, recommendations center on sion response times of a line. This can be done by,

sample line losses. This section recommends meth- comparing line mock-up loss data to model calcu-
'

ods to obtain data that will help quar,tify these lations. It is doubtful that existing models include
losses and identify how to minimite them, all the variables that are significant to determining

the transmission factor.

Evaluation of effluent radioactivity monitoring These data will help provide a basis for esaluat-.

systems, as described in section 4, has shown that ing sample line designs and will facilitate the desel-

the loss of both particulates and iodine in the sam, opment of meihods to check the losses and

ple line (fron: the exhaust duct sample probe to the transmission response times of sample lines, it is

sample collection cartridges) is a major source of expected that appropriate empirical transport
I'' *#'#'5 can be defined for typical sample lines,

error.The extent of the losses, especially the iodinei and specific sample line loss and transmission'.

1

; losses, is not know n and the uncertainty ofIhe cor- response time calculations can be made with the
rection factor for these losses is not established. In'

,
help of a generic transport model,

addition, the sample line transmission response
time during the initial phases of a severe accident is

a. Transnusun resm tinw-The time im 6e sanele taxunknown. Therefore,it is recommended that quan. outIct to come to equihbrium conatons with a charge at the
titative iodine and particulate transport losses, and intet.

|

|
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6. CONCLUSIONS

This report contains an esaluation of commer- there is a 15 to 40r loss for a sample with less hano

cial nuclear power plant effluent radioactisity 12-micron aserage particle diameter.
rnomtoring measurement uncertainties during a
sesere accident. The accuracy of projected offsite Particulate transport errors in long stack sample
radioactivity dose calculations during a ses ere acci. lines can be significant for particulates with diame-
dent depends on the accuracy of the radioactise ters larger than 2 microns l' articulate concentra-
gas, particulate, and iodine release measurements. tion loss factors, for known mean particulate site
Upgrades since the TNil accident has e increased the and size distribution, can be calculated quite accu-
range of the monitors and, in general, hase sohed rately for simple geometries. Niany tests base been
the prob!cm of radioactise noble gas release con- conducted to serify the models used to make the
centrations, saturating the detectors during a sesere loss calculations. The most concern comes from
accident, improsed handhng and shielding proce. predicting w hat the particulate size will be during a
dures hase aho solved the problem of measuring sesere accident, and in determining how to account
low lesel radioactise iodine in the presence of high for complex ceometries (elbows, etc.).
background radioactisity.

Nicasurement of radioactise elemental iodinefloweser, the problem of radioactise particulate releases to the emironment (during a sesere acci-
and iodine sample line transport loss in long stack

dent)can has e errors as !arce as a factor of ten fromsample lines remains. Recommendations for '

the actual concentration released. For a system
acceptable sample line designs are needed. It

uith post-TNil upgrades, an error this large is pos-
appears that some utilities may hase minimized the sibic became of the following reasons:
problem by increasing the size of the sample line
and the sample Dow rate. Esen though some sam-
ple line mockup data hase been taken to identify Elemental iodine deposits scry rapidly on*

elemental iodine transmission fractions, justifica- sur faces. During transport in the long
tion of these desigas remains a concern. stack sample lines, most of the c!cmental

"#
Iodine and par:iculate transport models for sam-

pie lines are needed. It is recommended that some
Elemental iodine does resuspend after*

laboratory tests be performed on typical sample being deposited, allowing the iodine to
lines to define the extent of the elemental iodine

, eventually escape from the end of the line.
and particulate transmission response errors for

floweser, the amount of iodine subject to
different sizes and geometries of sample lines. Tests

radioactive decay while being held up, is
are also recommended to define the ability of exist-

hard to predict. This is because the length'ing models to predict those crrors.
of hold time depends on accurate analyti-

Some of the more significant design consider- cal knowledge of deposition and resuspen-
ations affecting the accuracy of an cfDuent radio, sion rates, which does not exist.

activity measurement, during a ses ere accident, are
E:emental iodme transmission delays in*outlined below.
the sample line can introdt.ce large errors

Isokinetic sampling of the exhaust duct is a when measuring in near-real-time large
source of error in obtaining good particulate sam- changes in iodine concentration during a
ples. These sampling errors are small, compared to sescre accident. periodic sample collection
elemental iodine transport errors in long tubes. and analysis in the laboratory can be done
Sampling with a factor of two variation in sample with delays as short as 30 minutes,
probe flow velocity, from isokinetic duct exhaust whereas it is not uncommon for the
selocity, has less than 15r loss for a sample with sample-line elemental iodine transporto

smaller than 4-micron aserage particle diameter; delays to be days.
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The need for upgrading the effluent nitoring systems at commerical nuclear
power plants was recognized follow' g e TMI-2 accident in 1979 (NUREG-0737
Clarification of TMI Action Plan P quire ents). Improvements have been made
to these systems since then, but at all , oblems dealing with the measure-
ment of radioactive releases dur g severe ccident st.enarios have been
addressed. This report discuss some of th generic issues associated with
the transport and subsequent s apling of nobl gases, particulates, and
iodine species that utilities aust consider' to sure accurate reporting
during severe accident condi ons. In light of "ese generic concerns, a
specific postaccident upgra is discussed, major _asurement uncertainties
are identified, and recomm dations are made. The cus of these recom-
mendations is the transpor behavior of iodine; samp -line losses may
result in an order of ma itude error for near-real-ti. . measurements.
Finally, a recommendatio for a laboratory sample-line st program is made.
The laboratory effort w id better define the uncertaint of the commercial
measurements and also ovide data for the improvement of ine-loss
algorithms.
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